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Abstract
Process mining aims at discovering processes by extracting knowledge from
event logs. Such knowledge may refer to different business process perspectives.
The organisational perspective deals, among other things, with the assignment
of human resources to process activities. Information about the resources that
are involved in process activities can be mined from event logs in order to dis-
cover resource assignment conditions, which is valuable for process analysis and
redesign. Prior process mining approaches in this context present one of the
following issues: (i) they are limited to discovering a restricted set of resource
assignment conditions; (ii) they do not aim at providing efficient solutions; or
(iii) the discovered process models are difficult to read due to the number of
assignment conditions included. In this paper we address these problems and
develop an efficient and effective process mining framework that provides exten-
sive support for the discovery of patterns related to resource assignment. The
framework is validated in terms of performance and applicability.
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1. Introduction
Business Process Management (BPM) is a well accepted method for struc-
turing the activities carried out in an organisation, analysing them for efficiency
and effectiveness, and identifying potential for improvement [1]. Processes are
not always explicitly defined when the process models are designed. Actual pro-5
cess executions may constitute a valuable input for improving process design.
Process mining provides methods for automatic process analysis, among others
for discovering processes by extracting knowledge from event logs in form of
a process model. Various algorithms are available to discover models captur-
ing the control-flow of a process, related to the behavioural perspective of the10
process [2, 3]. For perspectives like the organisational perspective, which man-
ages the involvement of human resources in processes, only partial solutions for
mining have been developed despite the importance of resource information not
only for performance but also for compliance analysis [4, 5, 6, 7].
The need to better support the organisational perspective was evidenced by15
previous approaches that mined this perspective [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Prior
work in this area focused on discovering specific aspects of the organisational
perspective such as role models, separation of duty or social networks. However,
comprehensive and integrated support for the well-established workflow resource
patterns, and specifically in this context for the so-called creation patterns [14],20
was missing. Furthermore, the close interplay between the organisational and
the behavioural perspectives was disregarded [15]. In [16] we addressed these
gaps by developing a declarative process mining approach for the organisational
perspective, which supports all the creation patterns as well as what we called
cross-organisational patterns, which discover how the involvement of resources25
influences the control-flow of the process.
The research reported in this paper extends our prior work towards an effi-
cient and effective mining framework. As illustrated in Figure 1, the framework
is divided into an event log pre-processing phase, a phase for integrated resource
mining including cross-perspective patterns, and a model post-processing phase.30
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Figure 1: Framework for discovering resource-aware, declarative process models
We evaluate our approach with an implementation of the three phases; with sim-
ulation experiments for measuring performance; and with the application of the
approach on a real-life event log for checking its effectiveness.
This research extends our previous work [16] as follows: (i) the developed
pre-processing method increases the efficiency of the approach; (ii) the devel-35
oped post-processing techniques increase the understandability of the results;
(iii) a prototype of the entire framework has been implemented using Drools;
and (iv) the approach has been extensively validated. In addition, the mining
approach is explained in more detail. With our work, we complement research
on process mining with an extensive support of the organisational perspective.40
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
background information. Section 3 describes our process mining approach. Sec-
tions 4 and 5 describe the event log preprocessing and postprocessing phases
of the framework, respectively. Section 6 explains the evaluations performed.
Section 7 describes the related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.45
2. Background
In the following we introduce the concepts upon which our approach has
been developed.
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2.1. Organisational and Cross-Perspective Patterns in Processes
The well-known workflow resource patterns [14] capture the various ways in50
which resources are represented and utilised in business processes. Of specific
interest to our research are the creation patterns since they describe different
ways in which resources can be assigned to activities. These patterns, which
will be referred to as organisational patterns from now on, include: Direct Dis-
tribution, or the ability to specify at design time the identity of the resource55
that will execute a task. Role-Based Distribution, or the ability to specify at
design time that a task can only be executed by resources that have a given role.
Organisational Distribution, or the ability to offer or allocate activity instances
to resources based on their organisational position and their organisational rela-
tionship with other resources. Separation of Duties, or the ability to specify that60
two tasks must be allocated to different resources in a given process instance.
Case Handling, or the ability to allocate all the activity instances within a
given process instance to the same resource. Retain Familiar (a.k.a. Binding
of Duties), or the ability to allocate an activity instance within a given pro-
cess instance to the same resource that performed a preceding activity instance.65
Capability-Based Distribution, or the ability to offer or allocate instances of an
activity to resources based on their specific capabilities. Deferred Distribution,
or the ability to defer the specification of the identity of the resource that will
execute a task until run time. History-Based Distribution, or the ability to offer
or allocate activity instances to resources based on their execution history. Note70
that the creation patterns Authorisation and Automatic Execution are not in
the list because they are not directly related to resource assignment.
It has been identified that process control-flow is intertwined with depen-
dencies upon resource characteristics [15]. For instance, sometimes an activity
must be executed eventually before another one for specific resources but not for75
others. As an example, resources with a certain role (e.g., trainees) must always
perform a certain activity (e.g., double-check result) before they can continue
with the following activity, but this might not be required for other roles (e.g.,
supervisors). We call this pattern Role-Based Sequence. A specific collection of
4
such cross-perspective patterns capturing these situations has not been defined.80
Nonetheless, in general, they can be defined by combining the aforementioned
organisational patterns with the control-flow patterns described in [18]. The
Resource-Based Response pattern, e.g., describes that for a special resource a
certain activity has to follow eventually on another activity.
The organisational and the cross-perspective patterns constitute the set of85
patterns to be discovered by our framework.1
2.2. Event Logs for Mining the Organisational Perspective
Our mining approach takes as input (i) an event log, i.e., a machine-recorded
file that reports on the execution of tasks during the enactment of the instances
of a given process; and (ii) organisational background knowledge, i.e., prior90
knowledge about the roles, capabilities and the membership of resources to
organisational units, among others. In an event log, every process instance cor-
responds to a sequence (trace) of recorded entries, namely, events. We require
that events contain an explicit reference to the enacted task and to the operating
resource. Both conditions are commonly respected in real-world event logs [2].95
For instance, the following excerpt of a business trip process event log encoded
in the XES logging format [17] shows the recorded information of the start event
of activity Apply for trip performed by resource ST.
<event>
<string key="org:resource" value="ST"/>100
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2013-08-06T14:58:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="Apply for trip"/>
<string key="lifecycle:transition" value="start"/>
</event>
2.3. Representing the Output of the Mining105
Since our aim is to discover the patterns explained in Section 2.1, the mod-
elling language to represent the discovered processes must offer the possibility
1Therefore, when we speak about mining the organisational perspective we refer to both
sets of patterns.
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Figure 2: Organisational meta model and example organisational model
to define (i) expressive organisational patterns and (ii) cross-perspective pat-
terns. Two different representational paradigms for process models can be dis-
tinguished: procedural models describe which activities can be executed next110
in a process, and declarative models define by means of rules the execution con-
straints that the process has to satisfy [18]. Current procedural languages like
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [19] put a strong emphasis on
control-flow and assume other perspectives to be specified separately. Cross-
perspective patterns cannot be readily modelled. Declarative process modelling115
does not limit the number of perspectives involved in the constraints defined.
However, a central shortcoming of existing languages like Declare [18] is that
they are not provided with the capability to directly define the connection be-
tween the process behavior and other perspectives. We will use the Declarative
Process Intermediate Language (DPIL) [20] for modelling the output of the min-120
ing because it supports multiple perspectives including the behavioural and the
organisational perspectives, as well as the interplay between them. DPIL is ex-
pressive enough to cover the workflow patterns [20]. Nonetheless, the concepts
of our approach are generic such that other declarative languages, such as Sciff
[21] or LTL-based formalisms [22], could also be used as long as they provided125
support for the modelling of our target patterns.
In order to express organisational information, DPIL builds upon a generic
organisational meta model [23] that is depicted in Figure 2a. It comprises the
following elements: Identity represents agents that can be directly assigned
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to activities, i.e., both human and non-human resources. Group represents130
abstract agents that may describe several identities as a whole, e.g., roles or
groups. Relation represents the different relations (RelationType) that may
exist between these elements. It is well suited for defining, e.g., that an identity
has a specific role, that a person is the boss of another person, or that a person
belongs to a certain department. In this context, relations are generally irreflex-135
ive. A relation is irreflexive if an identity cannot be in relation to itself. The
supervisor relation, e.g., is irreflexive, since a person cannot be their own super-
visor. In addition, some relations may be transitive. A relation is transitive if
whenever an individual i1 is related to another individual i2 with that relation,
and i2 is in turn related to a third individual i3 with the same relation, then140
i1 is also related to i3. For instance, the supervisor and delegate relations are
typically transitive because organisations are usually hierarchically structured.
Figure 2b illustrates an exemplary organisational model of a university research
group, composed of two roles (Professor, Student) assigned to three people (SJ,
ST, BR) and two relations between them indicating who is supervised by whom.145
DPIL provides a textual notation based on the use of macros to define
reusable rules. For instance, the sequence(a,b) macro states that the existence
of a start event of task b implies the previous occurrence of a complete event of
task a; and the role(a,r) macro states that an activity a is assigned to a role
r. Figure 3 shows an example of a process for trip management modelled with150
DPIL. It specifies that it is mandatory to approve a business trip before flight
tickets can be booked. Moreover, it is necessary that the approval be carried
out by a resource with the role Professor.
3. Mining the Organisational Perspective
In this section we describe our approach to discover organisational and cross-155
perspective patterns. First, we describe how rule candidates are generated and
checked. Then, we classify them according to support, confidence and interest
factor values. Finally, we present a catalogue of rule templates that covers the
7
use group Professor
process BusinessTrip {
task Book flight
task Approve Application
ensure role(Approve Application, Professor)
ensure sequence(Approve Application, Book flight)
}
Figure 3: Process for trip management modelled with DPIL
target expressiveness (cf. Section 2.1).
3.1. Generation and Checking of Rule Candidates160
Declarative process modelling languages like DPIL are based on so-called
rule templates. A rule template captures frequently needed relations and defines
a particular type of rules. Templates have formal semantics specified through
logical formulae and are equipped either with user-friendly graphical represen-
tations (e.g., in Declare) or macros in textual languages (e.g., in DPIL). Unlike165
concrete rules, a rule template consists of placeholders, i.e., typed variables. A
rule template is instantiated by providing concrete values for these placeholders.
For instance, the model described in Section 2 makes use of two rule templates
represented by the macros sequence(T1,T2) and role(T ,G). These templates
comprise placeholders of type Task T as well as Group G. In all well-known170
declarative process mining approaches, rule templates are used for querying the
provided event log to find solutions for the placeholders. A solution is any com-
bination of concrete values for the placeholders that yields a concrete rule that
is satisfied in the event log. First, all possible rules need to be constructed by
instantiating the given set of rule templates with all possible combinations of175
occurring process elements provided in the event log. For example, the sequence
template consists of two placeholders of type Task. Assuming that |T | different
tasks occur in the event log, |T |2 rule candidates are generated.
Let |Θ| be the number of different rule templates to be checked and |Pj(i)|
the number of different elements in the event log of a certain parameter type
Pj(i) contained in rule template θi. Let k(i) be the number of placeholders in θi.
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Trace start(of t1) direct(t1,i1)
{s(t2,i1), c(t2,i2), s(t3,i1), c(t3,i1)} false false
{s(t1,i1), c(t1,i1), s(t2,i2), c(t2,i2), s(t3,i1), c(t3,i1)} true true
{s(t1,i1), c(t1,i1), s(t3,i3), c(t3,i3), s(t2,i2), c(t2,i2)} true true
{s(t1,i1), c(t1,i1), s(t3,i3), c(t3,i3), s(t2,i2), c(t2,i2)} true true
{s(t1,i4), c(t1,i4), s(t3,i1), c(t3,i1)} true false
Table 1: Event log and satisfaction of an example rule and its condition
The number of generated rule candidates |RCand| is |P1(1)| · |P2(1)| · ... · |Pk(1)(1)|
+ |P1(2)| · |P2(2)| · ... · |Pk(2)(2)| + ... + |P1(i)| · |P2(i)| · ... · |Pk(i)(i)| and therefore,
|RCand| =
|Θ|∑
i=1
(
k(i)∏
j=1
|Pj(i)|) (1)
The resulting candidates are subsequently checked w.r.t. the log. In many
cases a rule candidate can be trivially valid. Consider the candidate direct(t1,i1),180
i.e., start(of t1) implies start(of t1 by i1), which holds when task t1 is performed
by identity i1, and the event log shown in Table 1. The notation used encodes
the start and complete events of a specific task t performed by an identity i
with s(t,i) and c(t,i), respectively. The given events are ordered temporally so
that timestamps are not encoded explicitly. In the first trace the rule holds185
trivially because t1 never happens. Using the terminology of [24], we say that
the rule is vacuously satisfied. It is necessary to discriminate between traces
in which a rule is trivially true and traces in which the rule is non-vacuously
satisfied. Only the latter are considered interesting [25]. For first order logic
rules that depict implications of the form A → B, trivially and non-vacuously190
valid rules can be discriminated by additionally checking the condition A of
the rule separately. Table 1 shows the results of checking the non-vacuous
satisfaction of the direct(t1,i1) rule as well as its condition for each trace of the
example log. In the first trace the rule is not (non-vacuously) satisfied because
t1 is never started, i.e., the condition is false. The rule holds non-vacously in195
the traces two to four. It is violated in trace five.
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3.2. Metrics to Classify Rule Candidates
Checking rule candidates as described above provides for every candidate the
number of instances, i.e., the traces in the event log where it non-vacously holds.
Based on these values it is possible to classify rules and to separate non-valid
from valid ones. Maggi et al. [24] adopted different metrics, specifically support
(supp), confidence (conf ) and interest factor (int) proposed by association rule
mining for evaluating the relevance of rule candidates. Let |Φ| be number of
traces in an event log Φ. Let |σnv(r)| be the number of traces in which a rule
r : A → B is non-vacously satisfied. The support supp(r), confidence conf(r)
and int(r) values of a rule r are defined as:
supp(r) :=
|σnv(r)|
|Φ| , conf(r) :=
supp(r)
supp(A)
, int(r) :=
supp(r)
supp(A) · supp(B) (2)
Considering again the event log of Table 1 and the direct(t1,i1) rule. Its
support evaluates to supp(r) = 0.6, its confidence to conf(r) = 0.75 and its
interest factor to int(r) = 1.25. We make use of the confidence value to classify200
a rule candidate r as a valid rule (i.e., satisfied in almost all traces) or a non-
valid rule (i.e., violated in most of the recorded traces). Therefore, the threshold
minConf is introduced to classify rule candidates. Candidates r with conf(r) >
minConf are classified as valid. All rule candidates r with conf(r) < minConf
are non-valid rules and are not part of the resulting process model. Note that in205
case of rules that do not depict implications, the condition is satisfied in every
trace; therefore, supp(A) = 1 and conf(r) = supp(r). Using the confidence
values of rule candidates it is directly possible to generate a DPIL process model
reflecting organisational and cross-perspecitve patterns.
3.3. Rule Templates for Mining the Organisational Perspective210
Since DPIL builds upon a flexible organisational meta model (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3), it is possible to define rule templates that describe many aspects of the
organisation. By instantiating these rule templates with all possible parameter
combinations of defined resources, groups and relation types, it is possible to
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generate rule candidates that focus on the organisational perspective of the pro-215
cess to be analysed. These candidates can then be checked under consideration
of the event log and the organisational model.
In the following we define rule templates and their macros for our target set
of patterns. First of all, we distinguish between templates for organisational
patterns and templates for cross-perspective patterns. The former are, in turn,220
divided into two groups based on the types and number of parameters: rule
templates related to a single task and rule templates related to more than one
task. We provide representative examples for each group of rule templates
that cover frequently needed organisational information. Note that besides the
templates described next, further templates could be defined individually to225
cover the analyst’s needs.
3.3.1. Rule Templates for the Assignment of Resources to a Single Task
This group includes rule templates that define organisational patterns re-
ferred to one process activity. The Direct Distribution pattern can be extracted
with a direct(T ,I) template. Given the free variables T and I and an event log230
with |T | distinct tasks and |I| distinct resources, there are |T | · |I| candidates to
be checked.
direct(T,I) iff start(of T) implies start(of T by I)
The Role-Based distribution pattern can be extracted with a role(T ,G) tem-
plate. Here, rule candidates for every task and group combination are generated,235
i.e., |T | · |G| rule candidates need to be checked.
role(T,G) iff start(of T by :p) implies
relation(subject p predicate hasRole object G)
The Capability-Based distribution pattern can be extracted with a capability(T ,RT ,G)
template. A capability is represented by a relation of an individual to a group,240
e.g., i1 hasDegree ComputerScience. According to the placeholders, |T |·|RT |·|G|
candidates are generated.
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capability(T, RT, G) iff
start(of T by :p) implies relation(subject p predicate RT object G)
The assignment of resources based on organisational positions of individuals,245
described by the Organisation-Based Distribution pattern, can be extracted with
an orgDistSingle(T ,RT ,G) template. Here, |T | · |RT | · |G| rules must be checked.
orgDistSingle(T, RT, G) iff
start(of T by :p) implies relation(subject p predicate RT object G)
3.3.2. Rule Templates for the Assignment of Resources to Several Tasks250
This group includes rule templates that define organisational patterns re-
ferred to several tasks. The Separation of Duties pattern can be extracted
with a separate(T1,T2) template. For this template, |T |2 candidates need to be
checked.
separate(T1,T2) iff start(of T1 by :p) and start(of T2) implies255
start(of T2 by not p)
The Retain Familiar pattern can be extracted with a binding(T1,T2) tem-
plate. Similarly to the previous case, |T |2 candidates need to be checked.
binding(T1,T2) iff start(of T1 by :p) and start(of T2) implies
start(of T2 by p)260
The Case Handling pattern can be extracted with a caseHandling template.
Here, |T | candidates have to be checked.
caseHandling iff forall(task T start(of T) implies start(of T by :p))
Resources can also be assigned to tasks according to their organisational
relation with the performers of other process activities, e.g., an approval task265
might be assigned to people that can supervise the work done by the performers
of a previous task. This is covered by the Organisation-Based Distribution
pattern and can be extracted with an orgDistMulti(T1,T2,RT ) template where
variable RT specifies the type of relation between the two individuals involved.
There exist |T |2 · |RT | rule candidates.270
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orgDistMulti(T1,T2,RT) iff start(of T1 by :p1) and start(of T2 by :p2)
implies relation(subject p1 predicate RT object p2)
3.3.3. Cross-Perspective Rule Templates
A cross-perspective rule describes a temporal dependency or constraint be-
tween tasks but only applies for a certain set of identities, like in the following275
examples. Note, that other well-known control-flow patterns described in [18]
can be defined in a similar way. The Role-Based Sequence pattern can be ex-
tracted with a roleSequence(T1,T2,G) template. Here, |T |2 · |G| candidates need
to be checked.
roleSequence(T1,T2,G) iff start(of T2 by :p at :t) and280
relation(subject p predicate hasRole object G)
implies complete(of T1 at < t)
The Resource-Based Response pattern can be extracted with a resourceResponse(T1,T2,I)
template. In this case, |T |2 · |I| candidates need to be checked.
resourceResponse(T1,T2,I) iff complete(of T1 by I at :t) implies285
start(of T1 at > t)
4. Pre-processing to Extract Meaningful Parameters
Real-life event logs and organisational models potentially contain a big set of
distinct tasks, resources and groups. For instance, the BPI challenge 2011 event
log of a hospital information system [26] contains 623 different tasks and 42290
organisational groups. By only considering the role template, this already leads
to 623·42 = 26166 candidates to be checked. Although many of these parameter
combinations never occur together in the same trace, the corresponding rules
need to be checked. This problem can also be observed when considering task-
resource combinations of the event log in Table 1. Resource i4 only occurs295
together with task t1. Hence, candidates of the direct template where I = i4
and T 6= t1 are trivially true in all traces and can be neglected without checking.
The method proposed in [24] uses the well-known Apriori algorithm to pre-
process the log and to extract task combinations that frequently occur together.
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Rule Template Item Itemset
direct(T, I) (Task, Identity) L1: {(Task, Identity)}
role(T, G) (Task, Group) L1: {(Task, Group)}
capability(T, RT, G) (Task, Group) L1: {(Task), (Group)}
orgDistS(T, RT, G) (Task, Group) L1: {(Task), (Group)}
binding(T, T) (Task) L2: {(Task), (Task)}
separate(T, T) (Task) L2: {(Task), (Task)}
orgDistMulti(T, T, RT) (Task, Task) L2: {(Task), (Task)}
roleSequence(T, T, G) (Task, Group) L2: {(Task, Group), (Task, Group)}
Table 2: Required itemsets for exemplary organisational rule templates
The problem of mining frequent itemsets is to find all itemsets that satisfy a
user-specified minimum support. The support of an itemset X is the percentage
of traces that contain the items of X. Note that this support value is different
from the one defined in Section 3.2, which depicts the fraction of traces where a
certain rule is non-vacuously satisfied. Specifically, let |Φ| be the total number
of traces recorded in the log. Let σX be the set of traces that contain a set of
items X. The support value of an itemset X in Φ is defined as
supp(X) =
|σX |
|Φ| , where σX = {σ ∈ Φ|∀x∈X x ∈ σ} (3)
A task combination is considered to be relevant if it occurs in a sufficient
number of traces, i.e., if its support value is greater than a given threshold
minSupp. A minSupp of 0.05, e.g., claims that only rule candidates whose pa-300
rameter combinations occur in at least 5% of the recorded traces are considered.
We extended this method to also extract task-resource and task-group combi-
nations that frequently occur together. In this way, it is possible to reduce the
number of organisational rule candidates by ignoring infrequent parameter com-
binations. For instance, for the example log, only one out of three direct(T ,i4)305
candidates is generated and checked.
Table 2 shows the form of a single item and the required itemset for the
already defined rule templates (cf. Section 3.3). Regarding the rule templates
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for the assignment of resources to a single task, since only one task is involved,
itemsets X with |X| = 1 are required. For instance, the direct template has two310
placeholders, one for tasks and one for identities and hence, itemsets of the form
(Task, Identity) are needed. Regarding the rule templates for the assignment
of resources to several tasks, since in all these templates two tasks are involved,
itemsets with |X| = 2 are required. The binding template, e.g., takes frequent
items of the form (Task, Task). Finally, the cross-perspective rule templates315
also have two placeholders and hence, itemsets with |X| = 2 are required. The
templates capability, orgDistS and orgDistM additionally contain a variable for
a relation type. The amount of different relation types in organisational models,
however, is usually insignificant compared to the number of different individuals
and groups and can therefore be neglected.320
5. Pruning of Discovered Models
The output of the mining phase is a process model with rules that state which
resources are assigned to the process tasks, e.g., resources with specific roles or
capabilities. The mining method extracts all the assignment rules related to
each task. However, when several rules are extracted for one single task, not325
all of them might be strictly necessary to understand the process. Specifically,
some rules may be implied by stronger rules because they are less restrictive
and do not provide any value to the current resource assignment expression of
a task. Those rules complicate the understandability of discovered models and
hence, they are unnecessary. We identified two pruning approaches to eliminate330
unnecessary rules: pruning based on organisational rule hierarchies and pruning
based on transitive reduction. The requirement for all pruning operations is that
they do not change the meaning of the generated model.
5.1. Pruning based on Organisational Rule Hierarchies
Maggi et al. [27] proposed a technique to post-process a discovered model335
and to remove weaker rules if they are already implied by stronger rules only
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focusing on the hierarchy of control-flow templates. Hierarchies also exist in
case of organisational rules.
We define rule hierarchies for the rule templates defined in Section 3.3. For
that purpose, we introduce the dominates relation →dom between two rules r1340
and r2. Specifically, r1 →dom r2 means that rule r1 is stronger than rule r2.
The defined rule hierarchies can then be used to prune and simplify discovered
models. If a model contains two assignment rules r1 and r2 concerning the
same task and r1 →dom r2, then r2 can be pruned, i.e., removed from the
model. User-defined rule types have to be integrated in exiting hierarchies by345
modelling experts. In order to justify the rule hierarchies described next, the
following sets and functions must be introduced: T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} is a set
of tasks; Ri = {r1, r2, ..., rm} is a set of assignment rules discovered for task
ti; I = {i1, i2, ..., ip} is a set of identities (i.e., individuals) of an organisation;
G = {g1, g2, ..., gq} is a set of user groups of an organisation (e.g., roles); id :350
Ri → I returns the set of identities that meet the conditions defined by a rule;
pp : T → I returns the set of potential performers of a task, where pp(ti) =
⋂
Ri
and pp(ti) 6= ∅ because otherwise rules would not have been extracted from the
event log for task ti; and ap : T → I returns the actual performer of a task for
a specific task instance, so that ap(ti) ∈ pp(ti).355
We next explain how the rule hierarchies have been derived, providing a
demonstration and an example for each dominates relation identified.
5.1.1. Rule Hierarchy for the Templates referred to a Single Task
We first focus on resource assignment rules for a single task (cf. Sec-
tion 3.3.1), represented as Θ1 = {direct(T ,I), role(T ,G), capability(T ,RT ,G),360
orgDistSingle(T ,RT ,G)}. Next, we describe and demonstrate the domination
relations found out in Θ1. For that, let us imagine that we have discovered two
rules R1 = {r1, r2} for task t1. Therefore, pp(t1) = id(r1) ∩ id(r2), pp(t1) 6= ∅.
The aim in all cases is to prove that id(r1) ⊆ id(r2), i.e., the individuals of r1
are a subset of the individuals of r2 and hence, r2 is weaker and can be removed.365
The resulting rule hierarchy is visualised in Fig. 4a.
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Figure 4: Hierarchies of organisational patterns
direct(t1,i1) →dom role(t1,g1), direct(t1,i1) →dom capability(t1,rt1,g1),
direct(t1,i1) →dom orgDistS(t1,rt1,g1). Direct rules dominate role rules, ca-
pability rules and orgDistS rules. The demonstration of the three relations
is the same, being r1 = direct(t1,i1) in all cases and r2 = role(t1,g1), r2 =370
capability(t1,rt1,g1) and r2 = orgDistS(t1,rt1,g1), respectively.
Proof. We demonstrate that id(r1) ⊆ id(r2) by contradiction. Let id(i1) =
{r1} and id(r2) = {i2, i3, i4}, so id(r1) 6⊆ id(r2). That means i1 does not have
role g1. Then, pp(t1) = id(r1)∩id(r2) = ∅, which is not possible by definition, as
aforementioned. Therefore, and since |id(r1)| = 1, id(r1) ⊆ id(r2) is mandatory375
and hence, pp(t1) = id(r1), which means r2 is redundant and can be removed.
Example. Consider that a specific task Book flight has always been per-
formed by a resource ST who has the role Student according to the organisa-
tional model. Then, the proposed method will (inevitably) discover rules di-
rect(Book flight,ST) and role(Book flight,Student). The identities derived from380
the latter rule are ST and BR. However, there is no evidence that BR can
execute the task and hence, the role rule is not strong enough to be considered
in the resource assignment.
role(t1,i1) 6↔dom capability(t1,rt1,g1), role(t1,i1) 6↔dom orgDistS(t1,rt1,g1),
capability(t1,rt1,g1) 6↔dom orgDistS(t1,rt1,g1). There is no domination re-385
lation between role and capability rules, role and orgDist rules, and capability
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and orgDist rules. The demonstration is equivalent for any r1 and r2 belonging
to these three groups.
Proof. The difference with respect to the previous demonstration lies on
the cardinality of the rules involved. In this case, for any r1, r2 of one pair390
of rule types, |id(r1)| >= 1 and |id(r2)| >= 1. Since id(r1) ∩ id(r2) 6= ∅, then
either id(r1) ⊆ id(r2) or id(r2) ⊆ id(r1) depending on the number of individuals
meeting the conditions specified by the rules. Therefore, a subsumption rela-
tion cannot be generalised and hence, both rules are, in general, necessary to
calculate the potential performers of a task t1, such that pp(t1) = id(r1)∩id(r2).395
Example. Consider the situation where the rules role(Approve application,Professor)
and capability(Approve application,hasDegree,CS) have been extracted. It means
that the task has been performed by someone with the role Professor and with
a degree in Computer Science (CS). However, there might also be professors
that do not have a degree in Computer Science, and vice versa. Therefore, to400
describe the necessary task condition, both rules are needed.
5.1.2. Rule Hierarchy for the Templates referred to Several Tasks
We now focus on resource assignment rules that involve two different tasks
(cf. Section 3.3.2), represented as Θ2 = {binding(T1,T2), separate(T1,T2), orgDistMulti(T1,T2,RT )}.
Next, we describe and demonstrate the domination relations found out in Θ2.405
For that, let us imagine that we have discovered two rules R1 = {r1, r2} for
task t1, where one of the rules, in turn, refers to the assignment rule of task t2.
Similarly to the previous case, pp(t1) = id(r1) ∩ id(r2), pp(t1) 6= ∅. The aim is
again to prove that id(r1) ⊆ id(r2), i.e., the individuals of r1 are a subset of the
individuals of r2 and hence, r2 is weaker and can be removed. The resulting410
rule hierarchy is visualised in Fig. 4b.
separate(t1,t2) 6↔dom binding(t1,t2). There is no domination relation be-
tween separate and binding rules.
Proof. The demonstration is a contradiction by definition. The separate
rule implies that ∀ap(t1),∀ap(t2) in a specific process instance, ap(t1) 6= ap(t2),415
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i.e., both tasks have always been performed by different identities. The binding
rule, however, states that ∀ap(t1),∀ap(t2) in a specific process instance, ap(t1) =
ap(t2), i.e., both tasks have always been performed by the same identity. In case
both rules were extracted for task t1, id(r1) ∩ id(r2) = ∅ and hence, pp(t1) = ∅.
Therefore, these two rules can simply never be extracted at the same time420
because they are mutually exclusive.
orgDistMulti(t1,t2,rt1) 6↔dom binding(t1,t2). There is no domination rela-
tion between orgDistMulti2 and binding rules.
Proof. Similarly to the previous case, the demonstration is a contradiction
by definition. With an orgDistMulti rule using an irreflexible relation, ap(t1) 6=425
ap(t2). However, according to the binding rule, ap(t1) = ap(t2). Hence, rules
of these two types will never be extracted at the same time because they are
mutually exclusive.
Example. Consider the situation where the rules orgDistMulti(Approve ap-
plication,Apply for trip,supervisor) and binding(Approve application,Apply for430
trip) have been extracted for a task. It means that the application must be ap-
proved by the supervisor of the person who applies for the trip. Since a person
cannot be a supervisor of herself, the tasks are performed by different individu-
als. However, according to the second rule, the two tasks should be performed
by the same person.435
orgDistMulti(t1,t2,rt1)→dom separate(t1,t2). orgDistMulti rules dominate
separate rules.
Proof. Let r1 = orgDistMulti(t1,t2,rt1) and r2 = separate(t1,t2). Assum-
ing irreflexible relations in the organisation, according to both rules ap(t1) 6=
ap(t2). Since id(r1) ⊆ id(r2), pp(t1) = id(r1), which means r2 is redundant and440
can be removed.
Example. Consider the situation where the rules orgDistMulti(Approve ap-
plication,Apply for trip,supervisor) and separate(Approve application,Apply for
2Note that we assume that all relations are irreflexive (cf. Section 2).
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trip) have been extracted for a task. It means that the application must be ap-
proved by the supervisor of the person who applies for the trip. Since a person445
cannot be a supervisor of herself, the tasks are performed by different individu-
als. However, not all the other persons in the organisation might be supervisors
of the person applying for the trip. Therefore, this condition is more restrictive
than the separation of duties and then, the latter is not necessary in the resource
assignment expression.450
5.1.3. Rule Hierarchy for the Cross-Perspective Templates
Finally, we address cross-perspective rules (cf. Section 3.3.3), represented
as Θ3 = {roleSequence(T1,T2,G), resourceSequence(T1,T2,I)}. Notice that in
this case the approach is different from Θ1 and Θ2 since we aim at generalising
under which conditions a specific activity order must take place. That means455
that a rule r1 is stronger than a rule r2 if id(r2) ⊆ id(r1). As demonstrated
next, roleSequence(t1,t2,g1) →dom resourceSequence(t1,t2,i1).
Proof. Let us imagine that we have discovered two rules R1 = {r1, r2},
where r1 = roleSequence(t1,t2,g1)
3 and r2 = resourceSequence(t1,t2,i1). The
temporal dependency is the same in both cases, specifically, a specific task460
order determined by sequence(t1,t2). Therefore, we could assume that r1 =
role(t1,g1) and r2 = direct(t1,i1). According to the aforementioned criterion,
since |id(r1)| >= 1 and |id(r2)| = 1, id(r2) ⊆ id(r1), i.e., the individuals of r2
are a subset of the individuals of r1 and hence, r2 is weaker and can be removed.
Example. Consider that task Apply for trip has always been performed465
before task Book flight when executed either by resource ST or by resource
BR, who have the role Student according to the organisational model. Then,
the proposed method will (inevitably) discover rules resourceSequence(Apply
for trip,Book flight,ST), resourceSequence(Apply for trip,Book flight,BR) and
roleSequence(Apply for trip,Book flight,Student). Since the individuals of both470
3Note that to discover a roleSequence it is necessary to identify at least two entries in the
log in which different resources with the same role are associated to a specific task sequence.
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resourceSequence rules (i.e., ST and BR) are a subset of the individuals of the
roleSequence rule, they can both be removed from the model.
5.2. Pruning based on Transitive Reduction
The assignment rules in Θ2 (cf. Section 5.1.2) may be affected by transitivity.
In particular, redundancy may be caused by the interplay of three or more rules475
of the same type applied to different activities. Consider a set of discovered
binding rules, such as binding(t1,t2), binding(t2,t3) and binding(t1,t3). Here,
the rule between t1 and t3 is redundant because it belongs to the transitive
closure of the other rules. In other words, if task t1 has always been performed
by the same resource as t2, and task t3 has always been performed by the480
same resource as t2, then also t1 and t3 have been performed by the same
resource. Therefore, binding(t1,t3) is unnecessary and could be removed using
the transitive reduction algorithm as defined in [28]. OrgDistMulti rules can be
transitively reduced in a similar way if they refer to the same relation type rt
and if rt is a transitive relation (cf. Section 2). However, separate rules are not485
transitive, i.e., if t1 is not performed by the same resource as t2 and t2 is not
executed by the same resource as t3, then we cannot conclude that t1 is also not
performed by the same resource as t3.
6. Evaluation
We evaluate our framework in three steps. We first describe how it has been490
implemented. We then show its efficiency with simulation experiments. Finally,
we report on the results of applying the framework on a real-life event log.
6.1. Implementation
The problem of checking a large set of rule candidates can be solved by
efficient pattern matching methods like the rete algorithm [29]. Instead of495
checking each rule separately, the rete algorithm first identifies common parts
of the provided set of rules and constructs a rete network. Based on this
decision network, common rule parts just need to be checked once. The JBoss
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Drools platform4 provides a current implementation of this method. In order
to check rule candidates with Drools, they are translated into the Drools Rule500
Language (DRL). Like in DPIL, rules in DRL consist of a condition (when
part) and a consequence (then part). If the condition holds, the consequence
will be performed. DRL supports language elements to describe rules of first
order logic, hence being equivalent to DPIL. The transformation of the most
important expressions from DPIL to DRL are shown in Table 3. DPIL rules505
are translated into DRL rules like in row 3. As can be seen, the complete DPIL
rule is placed in the when part of the DRL rule. The consequence, i.e., the
then part, only contains a procedure call that signals the satisfaction of the
corresponding rule to the program environment (listener). Since DRL does not
support a logical implication directly, DPIL implications must be translated510
into DRL according to the logical equivalence A → B ≡ ¬(A ∧ ¬B) (cf. row 4
in Table 3). The described approach has been implemented in the DpilMiner
application5.
6.2. Performance Evaluation
To analyse performance we used the DpilMiner with different configurations515
using an event log of a university business trip management system6. The
log contains 2104 events of 10 different activities related to the application
4Documentations about JBoss Drools is available at http://docs.jboss.org/drools
5A screencast of the DpilMiner is accessible at http://www.kppq.de/miner.html
6The event log is available for download at http://workbench.kppq.de
Nr. DPIL expression DRL expression
1 task T :t $t: Task(id == “T”)
2 start(of T) $t: Task(id == “T”) and Start(Task == $t)
3 expr rule Id
when expr then listener.onRuleOccured(drools.getRule()));
4 x implies y not (x and not y)
Table 3: Rules for transforming DPIL to DRL expressions
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(b) Results using rule template set 2
Figure 5: Performance evaluation using different sets of rule templates
and the approval of university business trips as well as the management of
accommodations and transfers, e.g., booking hotels and transport tickets. The
system has been used for 6 months by 11 employees of a research institute520
of the University of Bayreuth (Germany). The organisational model of the
institute assigns the 11 identities to 4 distinct roles, specifically 6 PhD students,
1 professor, 1 secretary and 3 administration employees. In total, there are 128
business trips, i.e., traces, recorded. All the computation times reported in this
section are measured on a Core i7 CPU @2.80 GHz with 8 GB Ram.525
Our approach has been tested with two different sets of rule templates.
Fig. 5a shows the results of applying the approach with template set 1, which
contains the templates direct, role, binding and orgDistMulti. Fig. 5b shows
the results for template set 2, which contains the sequence template and the
roleSequence cross-perspective template.530
We analysed the time to build the rete network, i.e., the rule base7, as
well as the time to perform the actual mining process taking into account a
different number of rule candidates. This was achieved by considering different
minSupp values during the pre-processing phase ranging from 0 to 0.4 (cf.
7Note that the rule base only needs to be built once for different applications since the set
of candidates depends on the occurring entities and not on the number of events or traces.
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Section 4). The analysis shows the feasibility of our approach since in both535
tests, despite a big amount of candidates, only a manageable number of rules has
been discovered. Especially the diagram in Fig. 5b highlights the benefit of the
pre-processing approach. With increasing minSupp, the number of candidates
to check considerably decreases, which reduces the processing time up to 50%.
However, almost the same number of rules has been discovered in all cases before540
the post-processing phase. However, both diagrams show that the number of
extracted rules is clearly reduced by pruning unnecessary rules. Fig. 5b, e.g.,
shows that the number of rules can be reduced by 50%.
In order to check the efficiency of our approach we also applied the imple-
mentation of the DeclareMiner [30] available in the Process Mining Framework545
(ProM) by only analysing the precedence template of Declare [18], which equates
to the sequence template of DPIL. With standard settings, the DeclareMiner
needed 14.85 sec to analyse the provided event log with the precedence template.
Even if we analysed the example log with 2, respectively 4, rule templates, our
approach was still faster in any case. For template set 1 and without pre-550
processing, the generation of the rule base for the rete algorithm took 7.75 sec
while the actual analysis took only 6.74 sec.
6.3. Application to Real-Life Event Log
In this section we describe our findings when applying the approach to the
university business trip log of Section 6.2. We analysed the log with the 6 afore-555
mentioned rule templates. With minSupp = 0.1 in the pre-processing phase and
after removing unnecessary rules in the post-processing phase, we extracted 34
rules in total. The extracted resource assignment rules are composed of 4 direct,
1 role, 5 binding and 4 orgDistMulti rules. The rules with control-flow infor-
mation include 14 sequence and 6 roleSequence rules. For the classification in560
satisfied and violated rules, we used minConf = 0.85 and minInt = 1.0. For
space reasons, we only describe some interesting parts of the resulting model
(cf. Figure 6). The discovered model shows that task “Approve Application”
has mostly been performed by the identity “SJ” (direct). Furthermore, “Check
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ensure direct(Approve Application, SJ)
ensure role(Check Application, Administration)
ensure binding(Apply for trip, Book flight)
ensure binding(Apply for trip, Book accommodation)
ensure binding(Apply for trip, Book transfer)
ensure orgDistMulti(Approve Application, Apply for trip, supervisor)
ensure roleSequence(Apply for trip, Book flight, Student)
Figure 6: Examples of discovered rules
Application” has mostly been performed by a resource with the role “Admin-565
istration” (role). The three binding of duties rules show that the resource who
booked the flight tickets, the accommodation and the transfer service has to
be the person that applies for the trip (binding). Moreover, the resource who
approves the trip application is the supervisor of the applicant (orgDistMulti).
Regarding cross-perspective patterns, there are cases in which certain employees570
already booked a flight without applying for the trip. However, when analysing
the task order under consideration of performing resources, we extracted that
students always applied for the trip before they booked the flight (roleSequence).
In a second step we evaluated the quality of the mining results and how vary-
ing the mining configuration, i.e., different thresholds, influences it. Therefore,575
three discovered models (M1, M2, M3) based on different configurations of the
approach on the same event log were discussed and evaluated in a workshop. The
models were extracted using different minSupp values during the pre-processing
phase as well as different minConf values during the mining phase. Table 4
shows the characteristics of the discovered models. M1 has been discovered by580
applying the approach without any pre-processing (low filtering). M2 depicts
the model that has been described before and is based on a pre-processed log
with minSupp=0.1 (medium filtering). Both M1 and M2 include rules r with
conf(r) > 0.85. One task that occurs in less than 10% of traces and the corre-
sponding rules have been filtered in M2. M3 is based on minConf = 0.9, i.e.,585
less rules are classified as satisfied (high filtering). The workshop was carried
out with 8 process participants, i.e., university employees that represented all
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the organisational groups involved. After we provided a general overview about
the process and the workshop setting, each of the extracted rules was classified
by the participants.590
For evaluating the quality of the results, we rely on standard metrics from
information retrieval precision and recall [31]. The harmonic mean (F-measure)
of precision and recall is an adequate value for measuring the overall quality of
extracted models [31]. To compute recall and precision, rules have been classified
into one of three categories, i.e., (i) true-positive (TP : correctly discovered); (ii)
false-positive (FP : incorrectly discovered); (iii) false-negative (FN : incorrectly
missing). Precision, recall and F-measure are defined as follows:
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
, Recall =
TP
TP + FN
, F = 2 · P ·R
P +R
(4)
The results of the workshop as well as the calculated quality metrics are
collected in Table 4. First of all, we focus on the results of M2. According to
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Mining configuration Low filtering Medium filtering High filtering
minSupp (Pre-processing)  0.1 0.1
minSupp  0.2 0.2
minConf 0.85 0.85 0.9
Characteristics of models
Number of tasks 10 9 9
Number of identities 10 10 10
Number of rules 47 39 31
Metrics
TP (correctly discovered) 40 34 28
FP (incorrectly discovered) 7 5 3
FN (incorrectly missing) 0 6 12
Precision 0.85 0.87 0.9
Recall 1.0 0.85 0.7
F-measure 0.92 0.86 0.8
Table 4: Characteristics, results and metrics of discovered models
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the information gathered from the process participants, 34 of 39 rules have been
classified as relevant (TP ) while 5 rules have been discovered incorrectly (FP ).
Furthermore, 6 missing rules (FN ) have been identified in the discussion. The595
reason is that a task and the assignment rules related to that task were filtered in
the pre-processing phase. Based on this classification, we obtain Precision=0.87,
Recall=0.85 and therefore, F=0.86. Comparing the three models in Table 4 we
can observe that M1 has the highest F-measure, i.e., the best quality. Since the
model was extracted without filtering infrequent behaviour, there were no rules600
missing (Recall=1.0 ). Without filtering, however, M1 also contains 7 irrelevant
rules leading to a lower precision value. Since M3 is based on a higher minConf
threshold, the model contains fewer rules. However, some of the missing rules
were identified as relevant by the workshop participants. Due to the missing
rules, M3 features the lowest recall and thus also the lowest F-measure.605
7. Related Work
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for the discovery of
declarative process models. In [25] the authors present an approach that allows
the user to select from a set of predefined Declare templates the ones to be used
for the discovery. Maggi et al. propose an evolution of this approach in [24] to610
improve performance by pre-processing the event log with frequent pattern min-
ing techniques. Other approaches to improve the performance of process mining
are presented in [3, 32]. Additionally, there are post-processing approaches that
aim at simplifying the resulting Declare models in terms of redundancy elimi-
nation [33] and disambiguation [27]. The approach proposed in [34] allows for615
the specification of rules that go beyond the traditional Declare templates. In
[35], an approach for analysing event logs with Timed Declare, an extension of
Declare that relies on timed automata, is described. The work in [36] first cov-
ered the data perspective in declarative process mining, although this approach
only allows for the discovery of discriminative activation conditions. In essence,620
the focus of the aforementioned approaches is control-flow with extensions to
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cover data without analysing resource-related information.
Complementary to them are techniques for mining the organisational per-
spective of a process [33]. Methods for analysing event logs w.r.t. resources
are mainly focused on enriching a given procedural model with resource assign-625
ments [13]. Several methods focus on extracting an organisational model [9]
or a social network [8]. There are also approaches that analyse the influence
of resources on process performance [10]. However, the approaches that are
of highest interest to us are those collected in Table 5, which address the dis-
covery of organisational or cross-perspective patterns. Staff assignment mining630
[37] is able to extract complex assignment rules based on decision tree learn-
ing. However, the resource assignments are only related to one single task (cf.
Section 5.1.1). Works on role mining [11, 12] are, on the contrary, interested
in those types of rules referring to several tasks (cf. Section 5.1.2) but disre-
gard other patterns. Resource mining is also implemented in ProM. In [38] the635
authors propose a two-step technique for enriching a given control-flow model
with swimlanes based on the Handover of Roles (HooR) principle8. In the first
step the pairs of immediately consecutive activities are analyzed in terms of po-
tential role changes based on three rules: (i) pairs of immediately consecutive
activities that are always executed by the same resource do not involve a HooR,640
(ii) pairs of immediately consecutive activities that are each executed by exactly
the same set of resources do not involve a HooR and (iii) pairs of immediately
consecutive activities that are, to a certain proportion w, executed by the same
resources do not involve a HooR. All rules are based upon the assumption that
each resource has exactly one role. The clustering-inspired algorithm generates645
a partition of activities for each HooR. The last step of the algorithm merges
similar partitions in order to identify the actual roles. Finally, the algorithm
chooses the most suitable final partitioning based on an entropy measure.
None of the aforementioned approaches on resource mining covers the whole
sets of organisational and cross-perspective patterns that constitute the goal650
8For space limitations, we refer to [38] for details on this principle.
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of our work. The DpilMiner was developed to bridge that gap and hence, we
used its mining approach [16] for the mining phase of our framework, which
we extended with pre-processing and post-processing techniques inspired by the
solutions related to mining the process control-flow.
8. Conclusions and Future Work655
In this paper we presented a process mining framework to discover resource-
aware process models. Our approach is based upon the mining approach in-
troduced in [16], which we extended with pre-processing and post-processing
phases. This increased efficiency while generating simplified process models that
provide the same valuable information, as demonstrated by our evaluations.660
Since our approach relies on DPIL [20], the mining capabilities are limited to
its expressiveness. Therefore, inter-case dependencies, such as those represented
in the History-Based Distribution pattern, cannot be discovered. It is an inter-
esting question for future research how such dependencies can be mined and
effectively depicted in a process model. Furthermore, there might be more ways665
to prune discovered models that take into account more knowledge besides hier-
archies and transitive reduction. By pruning more intelligently, a better model
Pattern Mining approach
Direct Distribution [9, 12, 16, 37, 39, 38]
Role-based Distribution [9, 12, 16, 37, 39, 38]
Deferred Distribution -
Separation of Duties [11, 12, 16]
Case Handling [9, 12, 16]
Retain Familiar [11, 12, 16]
Capability-based Distribution [37, 16]
History-based Distribution -
Organisational Distribution [37] (single task) [16] (incl. several tasks)
Cross-Perspective Patterns [16]
Table 5: Existing approaches for mining the organisational perspective
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could be obtained. Finally, we plan to investigate options for mapping the
output to graphical process modelling notations to increase readability.
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